onto itself such that f equals g on D and f is the identity on (E 3 -U) U (P -D).
Proof. Let h be a homeomorphism of E 3 onto itself such that h(D) = { (x, y, z) e Eh x z + y 2 ^ 1 and z = 0}. Since h(U) contains h(D), there is a positive number ε such that the suspension S of h(D) with respect to the points (0, 0, ε) and (0, 0, -ε) is contained in h{U). Let k be the homeomorphism of E 3 onto itself which equals the suspension of h g h~x\ h(D) on S and which equals the identity elsewhere. Then / equal to h~^koh is the required homeomorphism. THEOREM 
If K is a tame dendrite in E 3 , then K is flexible.
Proof. Since flexibility is invariant under homeomorphisms of E 3 onto itself, we may assume that if is a subset of the αψ-plane P in E 3 . Let K x and K 2 be subcontinua of K such that K = K t U K 2 and let U x and U 2 be open sets in E 3 such that K t c U t (i = 1, 2). Let ε = min {dist (K u E 3 -UJ, dist (K 2 , E 3 -U 2 )} and let T be a triangulation of P of mesh less than ε such that the O-skeleton on T misses K. Since K does not separate P, there is a polyhedral disk D in P such that K c Int D, D misses the O-skeleton of T, and Bd D is in general position with the 1-skeleton of T in P. Hence if s is a closed 2-simplex of T, then the components of s Π D consist of finitely many disjoint polyhedral disks. Let {A}?=i be the set of disks in P such that for each i(
Hence {A}Γ=i is a set of polyhedral disks in P such that:
if AnA ^0, then A Π A is an arc for i Φ j, and (3) the nerve of {A}£=i is a tree. By conditions (2) and (3) we have that the union of all elements of {A}?=i which meet K 2 is a disk E and that the union of all elements of {A}?=i which are not subdisks of E consists of disjoint disks Fi, , Fm such that for each i (l^i^m) Ft Π E = Bd Fi Π Bd E is an arc /;. It follows that if Π Bd i^ c J^. By condition (1) and our choice of ε we have E c U 2 and F { c ϋi (1 ^ i ^ m) . Since , C n be the components of Cl ((A U B) -JV). We assume that the set {C<}? =1 is so numbered that for each i ( vertexes, and consider the case when JV has n vertexes. Let w be a vertex of JV which is the face of exactly one 1-simplex s in JV. We form a new tree JV' by removing w and the interior of s from JV. By the induction hypothesis we can number the vertexes u ly , u n _ λ of N' such that for each i (1 ^ i n -2), there is a unique integer s(i) satisfying i < s(i) ^ n -1 and there is a 1-simplex between u { and u s{i) . Now in JV let v t = w and let ^ = ^_! (2 ^ i g n). This numbering satisfies the condition. Proof. The dendrite A can be written as the finite union of continua A l9
, A n of diameter less than ε such that each pair intersects in at most a point and each triplet has empty intersection [3, p. 302] . It follows that the nerve N of {AJ? =1 is a tree. Using Lemma 3 we see that the set {Ai}i =1 can be renumbered such that for each i (1 ^ i ^ n -1 N(g, ε) where N(g, ε) = {x e E 3 : dist (x, g) < ε}. By Lemma 4 the dendrite A is the finite union of continua A(ΐ) l9 , A(ΐ) n of diameter less than ε such that for each i (1 ^ i fg n -1), there is a unique integer s(i) satisfying i < s(ϊ) ^ w and ,4(1); Π A(ΐ) s{i) Φ 0. We may assume that n > 1, otherwise / equals to the identity on E* would be the required homeomorphism. For and f j+1 is the identity on E 8 -Z70" + l)y+i Let/ equal /^o . o/ 1# We wish to show that / is the required homeomorphism.
It is clear that / is the identity on E 3 -U and diam f(A) < ε. Hence we show that if geG, N(g, ε) . Since / L is the identity on E 3 -U(ϊ) u f t moves no point of E 3 more than diam ί7(l)i < ε. Hence f^g) aN(g 9 ε). Suppose now we have proven for fixed k (2 ^ k <^ n -1) 
We show that diam g k < ε or g k aN (g, ε) . If ^_ x does not meet U(k) k9 then g fc equals ^_! Thus diam g k < ε or g k c JV(flr, ε). If ^r fc _ 1 meets Z7(Jfc) f c , then g k _ t c Ui=& ^ -l)y by condition (2) . We consider two cases.
We wish to show that yeg.
, Cl £/(/£); ίl5= 0, and thus /< is the identity on 5. Hence ^/ e g. We now show that g k c iV(#, ε) by prov-
If x g C7(& -1) Λ , then / ft (α?) -x, and we must consider the cases when diam g k^ < ε and when g k^ c N(g, ε) separately. If diam g k^ < ε, then
Hence we have shown that g k c N(g, ε). As a result of Cases 1 and 2, we can conclude by Induction that if g e G, then diam f(g) < ε or f(g) c N(g, ε) . Thus / is the required homeomorphism. DEFINITION The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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